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From the churches and street corners of Harlem and The Bronx to the underground clubs of

the East Village, New York City has been a musical mecca for generations, and Rock & Roll

Explorer Guide to New York City is the definitive story of its development throughout the five

boroughs. Plug in and walk the same streets a young Bob Dylan walked. See where Patti

Smith, the Ramones, Beastie Boys, and Jeff Buckley played. Visit on foot the places Lou Reed

mentions in his songs or where Paul Simon grew up; where the Strokes drowned their sorrows,

Grizzly Bear cut their teeth and Jimi Hendrix found his vision. Rock and Roll Explorer Guide

gives fans a behind-the-scenes look at how bands came together, scenes developed, and

classic songs were written. Artists come and go, neighborhoods change, venues open and

close, but the music lives on. Contents Upper Manhattan and Harlem Upper West Side The

Velvet Underground Upper East Side The Beatles John & Yoko Central Park Patti Smith

Midtown West Beastie Boys Midtown East Madonna Chelsea & Hudson Yards Jimi Hendrix &

Electric Lady Union Square & Madison Square New York Dolls West Village Bob Dylan East

Village Blondie Soho & TriBeCa Sonic Youth Lower East Side The Strokes Brooklyn Talking

Heads Queens Ramones Simon & Garfunkel The Bronx Kiss Staten Island Rock & roll may not

have been born in New York, but this is one of the places it grew up and blew up and presented

itself to the world. From the churches and street corners of Harlem and the Bronx to the

underground clubs of the East Village, New York City has been a musical Mecca for

generations, and The Rock & Roll Explorer Guide to New York City is an historical journey

through its development across all five boroughs. The Rock & Roll Explorer Guide to New York

City restores a sense of time and place to music history by identifying and documenting critical

points of interest spanning genres and eras, and delineating the places in New York City critical

to its musical development and ultimate triumphs and tragedies. Through this lens, we can see

and understand how bands came together, scenes developed, and classic songs were written.

In some cases, the buildings are still there, in others only the address remains, but you still get

a sense of the history that happened there. Among the many locations in this book are

addresses musicians and other key rock & roll figures once called home. In a very few

instances we’ve included current addresses, but only when the location is historically

significant and widely known; otherwise, we consciously left current residences out. The Rock

& Roll Explorer Guide to New York City is intended as a fun travel guide through music history

rather than a means of locating famous musicians. Most New Yorkers understand that

everyone has a right to privacy. That’s one of the reasons many of these artists live here.

Because of the city’s rich history, this book cannot be a comprehensive encyclopedia of music,

rock venues, or the music industry; nor do we present the definitive biographies of the

musicians included. The artists and locations chosen represent a sometimes broad look at the

history of rock & roll in the city, with an eye on those who either grew up or spent their

formative years here. But there’s so much more we couldn’t include, and we hope readers will

be inspired to go even further, whether they’re hitting the streets themselves or experiencing

the city vicariously from afar. Artists come and go, neighborhoods change, venues open and

close, but the music lives on.

About the AuthorAmerican music journalist Legs McNeil cofounded Punk Magazine cowrote

Please Kill Me: The Uncensored Oral History of Punk with Gillian McCain. --This text refers to



the paperback edition.
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IntroductionRock & roll may not have been born in New York, but this is one of the places it

grew up and blew up and presented itself to the world. From the churches and street corners of

Harlem and the Bronx to the underground clubs of the East Village, New York City has been a

musical Mecca for generations, and The Rock & Roll Explorer Guide to New York City is a

historical journey through its development across all five boroughs.The Rock & Roll Explorer

Guide to New York City restores a sense of time and place to music history by identifying and

documenting critical points of interest spanning genres and eras and delineating the places in

New York City critical to its musical development and ultimate triumphs and tragedies. Through

this lens, we can see and understand how bands came together, scenes developed, and

classic songs were written. In some cases, the buildings are still there, in others only the

address remains, but you still get a sense of the history that happened there. Look for the no-

access symbol to indicate buildings that have been demolished. The structures are no longer

there, but the stories remain.Among the many locations in this book are addresses musicians

and other key rock & roll figures once called home. In a very few instances we’ve included

current addresses, but only when the location is historically significant and widely known;

otherwise, we consciously left current residences out. The Rock & Roll Explorer Guide to New

York City is intended as a fun travel guide through music history rather than a means of

locating famous musicians. Most New Yorkers understand that everyone has a right to privacy.

That’s one of the reasons many of these artists live here.Because of the city’s rich history, this

book cannot be a comprehensive encyclopedia of music, rock venues, or the music industry;

nor do we present the definitive biographies of the musicians included. The artists and

locations chosen represent a sometimes broad look at the history of rock & roll in the city, with

an eye on those who either grew up or spent their formative years here. But there’s so much

more we couldn’t include, and we hope readers will be inspired to go even further, whether

they’re hitting the streets themselves or experiencing the city vicariously from afar. Artists come

and go, neighborhoods change, venues open and close, but the music lives on.



ForewordWhen I was a kid the world moved at such an excruciatingly slow pace that I thought

the planet would never change. The hands on the clock seemed to be revolving backwards,

and the only way to judge time moving forward was when a new copy of Mad magazine hit the

magazine rack at Morton’s Pharmacy. I’d sit at the soda-fountain counter with my Vanilla Coke

and Ring Dings, with my thumbs in my ears, trying to absorb the entire issue in one sitting

since I couldn’t afford to buy it.Other than a new issue of Mad, nothing much happened.But

somewhere along the way the world moved into hyper drive, I don’t know exactly when that

was, maybe it was at the end of the ’70s when everyone started doing cocaine in an attempt to

crash into next week? Or maybe it was in the ’80s when MTV made it seem like more was

happening than it was? Or maybe the ’90s when the internet suddenly made the world very

small? Or the 2000s when all the rules changed?Yeah, somewhere along the line, technology

launched us into the future, and before anyone had time to catch their breath, we became

nostalgic for yesterday. Yeah, the more we fear the future, the more we recycle the past, which

is probably why you’re holding this book in your hand.Yeah, I know, you were born too late. I

know you’d like to go back to your favorite time in rock & roll history, and maybe, just maybe,

imagine yourself being there when the Beatles stepped off the plane at JFK Airport? Or

hanging out at the Apollo Theater with Little Richard and Buddy Holly tearing up the place? Or

puking backstage at Max’s Kansas City with Johnny Thunders and Sid Vicious?Yes, the

possibilities are endless!And, thanks to this book and a bit of imagination, you can go

anywhere and be anyone you want, because this isn’t really a book! I’ll let you in on a little

secret, what you’re holding in your hand is actually a rock & roll time machine! That’s right, a

time machine!If you operate this book correctly, it will transport you back to those wondrous

days of yesteryear when rock & roll was the only language spoken here, and the only thing that

mattered was whether you had tickets to see the Stones at Madison Square Garden tonight!Or

Patti Smith performing at the St. Mark’s Poetry Project with Lenny Kaye!Or Danny Fields

introducing Iggy Pop to David Bowie at Max’s!Geez, I’m getting pretty nostalgic myself right

now, making me think, “Which part of the past would I like to revisit?”Hmmm, I’d like to go back

to my first threesome at the Punk Dump at 365 10th Ave., the Punk Magazine offices that also

doubled as our apartment. That’s when I thought I wasn’t being kinky enough, so I dumped

maple syrup over the two girls during the sex and ended up glued to the sheets in the morning

after my companions left.That’s when I learned that food and sex don’t mix.Or maybe I’d head

over to Nancy Spungen’s apartment a few blocks away on West 23rd Street to take a shower

and watch Nancy practice her new striptease routine over a plate of scrambled eggs she

cooked for me. (Nancy was a lot nicer than you’ve been lead to believe.)Or maybe I’d go over

to Anya Phillips’ apartment on St. Marks Place between 1st Ave. and Avenue A (which later

became Café Mogodor) to take a bath? Did I mention we did not have a shower at the Punk

Dump? I was so dumb that when Anya suggested she tie me to the bed and watch her

masturbate, I answered, “Why the fuck would I wanna do that?”I was not well-versed in the art

of S&M culture.Instead, I had her make me a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, which I ate in

the tub while Anya played the new Talking Heads record. Hey, I was hungry, okay?But most of

all I’d like to go back to Arturo Vega’s loft at 6 E. 2nd St., right around the corner from CBGB’s,

and hang with Joey Ramone, Robin Rothman, and Tammy Scott, the little redhead that was

always dressed in a cute little Girl Scout uniform at CB’s.Or maybe it was a Brownie uniform?

Robin Rothman would always be giving me shit for me suggesting the Ramones do a benefit

concert to provide bulletproof vests for NYC policemen, since they had to buy them with their

own money. Yeah, NYC was really that broke back then.Robin was a real hippie and didn’t

appreciate the irony of a bunch of Bowery losers like ourselves providing life saving equipment



for the cops, and we’d spend the morning arguing until I eventually talked her into lending me a

buck fifty to buy a quart of beer and a pack of Marlboros. Yeah, things really were that

cheap.Joey would just stand there, twirling his hair, with that sly smile of his, as Robin and I

quarreled, waiting for it to be night again.Or maybe I’d like to take the subway up to 34th Street,

to Madison Square Garden, the closest subway stop to the Punk Dump, and stare at the

Hustler magazine ads that read “Think Pink,” and appreciate how truly pornographic New York

City was. And I’d think how lucky I was to live in a city that had a half dozen “Happy Ending”

massage parlors on every midtown street corner! Yeah, NYC really was that filthy, in dirt and in

mind!So take this book, read it, and then go explore all the dreams, desires, and fantasies of

the past, and know that you’re not alone. Then put this book away, and go start living them.The

future belongs to you!—Legs McNeilRock & roll journalist, co-author of Please Kill Me: The

Uncensored Oral History of Punk

UPPER MANHATTAN AND HARLEMTOM’S RESTAURANT2880 BroadwaySuzanne Vega was

a student at nearby Barnard College and working as a receptionist when she became a regular

patron here, writing the tune “Tom’s Diner” in 1982. The a cappella recording, first appearing in

Fast Folk Musical Magazine in 1984, recounted her observations as she sipped coffee in the

morning before catching the subway. The song later turned up on Vega’s 1987 album Solitude

Standing. In 1990 the British duo DNA dubbed her original vocal to a bouncy electronic backing

track and released it as a bootleg entitled Oh Suzanne! Vega’s label bought the recording, and

it sold an astounding three million copies. Tom’s is immediately recognizable as the diner from

Seinfeld.COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY116th St. and BroadwayColumbia has been one of the

nation’s preeminent universities since its inception in the 18th century and has contributed

mightily to America’s cultural landscape. In the 1940s Columbia was the crucible of the nascent

Beat movement with Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, William Burroughs,

and others setting the stage for the coming countercultural revolution in the ensuing decades.

They had a particular influence on the music of the ’60s and ’70s via Bob Dylan, Patti Smith,

Lou Reed, and others.Columbia grads Vampire Weekend (Chris Baio, Rostam Batmanglij, Ezra

Koenig, and Christopher Tomson) formed on campus in 2006 and played their first gig at the

Lerner Party Space. The cover for their first album was photographed at an early gig in St.

Anthony Hall (434 Riverside Dr.).Many significant musicians of the rock era have attended

Columbia, including Art Garfunkel, Lauryn Hill, Vanessa Carlton, Alicia Keys, Suzanne Vega,

Jim Carroll, and the retro vocal group Sha Na Na.THE MCMILLIN THEATRE2960

BroadwayThe McMillin famously hosted an evening on February 5, 1959, with Allen Ginsberg,

Gregory Corso, and Peter Orlovsky that horrified many in the Columbia faculty, yet delighted

the students in attendance. The McMillin later hosted a variety of recording artists in the rock

era, including Simon & Garfunkel, Frank Zappa, and Lou Reed. Today it’s known as the Miller

Theatre.THE COLUMBIA/PRINCETON ELECTRONIC MUSIC CENTER632 W. 125th St.The

Columbia/Princeton Electronic Music Center was established in 1959 and was an important

pioneer in many aspects of electronic music, including the development of the synthesizer.

Robert Moog did early work on his products here. Today it’s known as the Computer Music

Center.CARL SCHURZ MEMORIAL116th St. and Morningside DriveOne of the most iconic

photographs of the Who was taken by Art Kane in 1968 when he shot the group feigning sleep

while huddled beneath the Union Jack. The photo, used for the cover of The Kids Are Alright

soundtrack in 1979, was taken at the Carl Schurz Memorial with the group leaning against the

wall just to the left of the steps that lead up to the statue.MANHATTANVILLE JUNIOR HIGH

SCHOOL, JHS 43509 W. 129th St.It was here in 1953 at the annual talent show that the



Carnations, an energetic teenage vocal harmony group led by Earl Carroll, was spotted by

Lover Patterson. Patterson was a songwriter, talent scout, and eventual manager of the Five

Crowns (a.k.a., the second Drifters), another Harlem group. He brought the Carnations down to

the Shaw Artists Corporation (565 5th Ave.), a talent agency that handled the careers for many

R&B acts of the time. Here they met Esther Navarro, who renamed them the Cadillacs. They

went on to become known for their frenetic choreography, and had several successful singles,

including “Gloria,” “I Wonder Why,” and their signature tune, “Speedoo,” inspired by Carroll’s

nickname. Earl left the group in 1959 and sang for many years with the Coasters before

coming back to New York and working as a janitor at PS 87 (160 W. 78th St.). In 1979, Carroll

reformed the Cadillacs for a Subaru commercial and performed with them on weekends. He

eventually retired from the school in 2005 but continued with the Cadillacs for several years

longer. Carroll passed away in 2012.MARCATA RECORDING3280 Broadway, Suite

319Originally opened as a studio and rehearsal space by three members of indie outfit the

Walkmen after the dissolution of their former group, Jonathan Fire*Eater, Marcata Recording

was located in a building that was supposedly used in the early 1950s to build Nash Ramblers.

In addition to the Walkmen, groups like the Kills and the French Kicks recorded here. Marcata’s

house engineer, Kevin McMahon, has since relocated the studio to Gardiner, a small town

outside of New Paltz in upstate New York.HIGH SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ART443-465 W.

135th St.Established in 1936 as one of New York City’s specialty public schools, Music and Art,

known as “the Castle on the Hill,” educated many creative and influential people who made an

impact on contemporary music. In 1984 it was absorbed into LaGuardia High School of Music

and Art and Performing Arts near Lincoln Center. Graduates include Peter Yarrow, Laura Nyro,

Paul Stanley, Janis Ian, Slick Rick, Billy Cobham, and Bela Fleck. Kurtis Blow was also a

student here, but he was reportedly expelled for selling marijuana.WADLEIGH JUNIOR HIGH

SCHOOL214 W. 114th St.One of the greatest and most beloved of New York’s vocal harmony

groups, the Harptones, had their beginnings in the schoolyard at Wadleigh in 1951. The pre-

Harptones group, the Skylarks, originally consisted of William Dempsey James, Curtis

Cherebin, and Freddy Taylor. They practiced at Wadleigh and later participated in an Apollo

amateur contest, where they were soundly booed from the stage. The group was eventually

joined with another from the Lower East Side by songwriter and arranger Raoul J. Cita and

became known as the Harps. This new group consisted of Willie Winfield, his brother Clyde,

William “Dicey” Galloway, Cherebin, James, and Cita, who served primarily as pianist and

musical director. They won first prize at another Apollo amateur night in November 1953

performing Louis Prima’s “A Sunday Kind of Love.”They were invited to audition at MGM

Records (1650 Broadway) but were kept waiting in the hallway, so they rehearsed. They were

overheard by the owners of the fledgling Bruce label, who promptly signed them. The group,

which by now consisted of Winfield, James, Galloway, Cita, Billy Brown, and Nicky Clark, were

brought to the studio to record “A Sunday Kind of Love.” Before its release, however, a name

change was necessitated due to a gospel group also named the Harps. Thus, the

Harptones.They went through many personnel changes and a few labels, but the Harptones

never hit the national charts despite being hugely respected and immensely popular in New

York. Their small regional labels simply didn’t have the marketing and distribution clout of the

larger record companies. They appeared at Alan Freed’s first Rock & Roll Jubilee Ball in 1955

at the St. Nicholas Arena (69 W. 66th St.) and later at another Freed show at the Brooklyn

Paramount (1 University Plaza). They even appeared in the film Rockin’ the Blues in 1956.

When Billy Brown died unexpectedly in 1956, several hundred fans attended the funeral

procession along 118th Street.The Harptones continued, in various forms, until well into the



21st century.HARLEM’S VOCAL HARMONY GROUP GEOGRAPHYThe phenomenon of

teenage vocal harmony (doo-wop) groups in Harlem in the 1940s and ’50s was inspired

primarily by gospel music, as well as the commercial hits of recording artists like the Mills

Brothers, Ink Spots, Charioteers, Three Chocolateers, Redcaps, and Delta Rhythm Boys.

Groups typically came together in schools or neighborhoods, and usually sang together on

street corners, often in friendly competition with one another.Some of the best-known groups

were formed and sang on these streets:115TH STREET(BETWEEN 5TH AND 8TH

AVENUES)•The Harptones•The Willows•The Wanderers•The Five Crowns (who became the

second edition of the Drifters)119TH STREET(AT PARK AVENUE, UNDER THE RAILROAD

TRACKS)•The Schoolboys•The Jesters•The Desires131ST STREET, ST. NICHOLAS

HOUSES•The Dovers•The Cadillacs142ND STREET•The Crows•The Vocaleers (between

Lenox and 7th Avenue)•The Crystals (between Amsterdam & St. Nicholas)THE HARLEM

WORLD CLUB129 Lenox Ave. (a.k.a. Malcolm X Blvd.)An early hip-hop dance club, Harlem

World featured performances by Grandmaster Flash, the Cold Crush Brothers, T-Ski Valley,

Doug E Fresh, Kool Moe Dee, and the Treacherous 3. Although Harlem World was open only

from 1979 to 1985, a zoning law required the space to be officially known as The Harlem World

Cultural and Entertainment Complex.MT. MORRIS (MARCUS GARVEY) PARKMadison

Avenue and 120th through124th StreetsDespite the fact that it featured top-flight performers

and was professionally filmed for posterity, the Harlem Cultural Festival, sometimes referred to

as Black Woodstock, has not entered the American consciousness the way other music

festivals of the period have, though it was a historic confluence of great music, politics, and

cultural pride. Over the course of seven Sundays between June 29 and August 24, 1969,

luminaries such as Stevie Wonder, Nina Simone, the Fifth Dimension, Abbey Lincoln, Max

Roach, Mahalia Jackson, Sly & the Family Stone, B.B. King, the Staple Singers, Gladys Knight

& the Pips, Hugh Masekela, and others performed for free at the park, accompanied by

speakers such as the Reverend Jesse Jackson. Coming a little more than a year after the

assassination of the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., the event had a distinct Black Power–

inflected tone, and some of the artists included extended, sermon-like performances, such as

the Staple Singers, and most prominently, Nina Simone. Security was provided by the Black

Panthers despite the fact that the city had underwritten the event. Highlights were broadcast

late at night on local station WNEW. Producer Hal Tochin filmed the event for eventual

theatrical release but never found a distributor. Aside from the blistering Nina Simone set, the

remainder of the event remains commercially unreleased to this day.LENOX LOUNGE 288

Lenox Ave.First opened in 1942, the Lenox Lounge was immediately unmistakable with its red

art-deco exterior and large windows, enabling Harlemites to see who was at the bar that night.

Live jazz could be enjoyed in the Zebra Room, a luxuriously decorated inner chamber that

hosted legends such as Billie Holiday, Miles Davis, and John Coltrane. James Baldwin,

Langston Hughes, and Malcolm X were regulars as well. Madonna filmed her video for “Secret”

here in 1994. The Lenox underwent an extensive restoration from 1990 through 2000, and it

would be featured in the 2000 remake of Shaft. Sadly, a dramatic rent increase forced its

closure in 2012. There were plans to reopen a few blocks north, but that never materialized,

and what remained of the Lenox Lounge was finally demolished in 2017.HOTEL

THERESA2070 7th Ave. (a.k.a. Adam Clayton Powell Blvd.)In an era when many New York

hotels were still segregated, the Theresa opened its doors to African Americans in 1940, and it

immediately became a magnet for many of the top black musicians and celebrities and

remained so for the next two decades. Many important entertainers stayed or spent time here,

including Dinah Washington, Louis Armstrong, Ray Charles, Cab Calloway, Duke Ellington, Nat



King Cole, Ella Fitzgerald, Lena Horne, Count Basie, Billy Eckstine, Ruth Brown, and Little

Richard. In the ’50s WLIB, then the preeminent black radio station in New York, established its

broadcast center in the hotel, where Phil “Dr. Jive” Gordon was a prominent R&B disc

jockey.By the early ’60s, the Theresa was clearly in decline but still an important symbol of

Harlem. In 1960 Fidel Castro checked in when he came to speak before the United Nations

and met with Nehru, Khruschev, and Malcolm X while a guest. In 1963 a young Jimi Hendrix

became a resident at the Theresa and ingratiated himself into Harlem’s musical community at

the nearby Palm Cafe (209 W. 125th St.), Small’s Paradise, Club Baby Grand, and the Apollo,

where he won $25 at a Wednesday night amateur contest. The Theresa closed in 1966 and

was converted into an office block known as the Theresa Towers.GOLD LOUNGE2074 7th

Ave.In his autobiography, Le Freak, Chic founder and renowned record producer Nile Rodgers

claimed that in the early ’70s, his rock trio New World Rising first played the Gold Lounge on

the same day as a multiple homicide.CLUB BABY GRAND319 W. 125th St.This longtime

lounge and after-hours hangout attracted top talent from its opening in 1953 until the 1970s.

Former bandleader Willie Bryant (a.k.a. The Mayor of Harlem) was one of the first great disc

jockeys of the rock & roll era and broadcast live with Ray Carroll on WHOM from the front

window here when he wasn’t emceeing at the Apollo down the street. In its heyday, Club Baby

Grand featured comedian Nipsey Russell as its Master of Ceremonies. In the early ’60s, Lou

Reed and John Cale occasionally busked here in their pre–Velvet Underground days.BOBBY’S

HAPPY HOUSE 301 W. 125th St. and 2335 Frederick Douglass Blvd.Bobby Robinson was one

of the great independent impresarios in New York rock & roll history. He began by opening his

own record store in 1946, one of the first black entrepreneurs to do so. By the early ’50s, he

began discovering and recruiting talent to record on the multitude of labels he’d created,

including Fury, Fire, Enjoy, Red Robin, and Whirlin’ Disc.Among the artists he recorded were

Wilbert Harrison, whose hit “Kansas City” sold more than one million copies, as well as the

Shirelles, Champion Jack Dupree, Elmore James, Lee Dorsey, King Curtis, and Gladys Knight

& the Pips. In the early hip-hop era, Robinson helped launch the careers of Grandmaster

Flash, Doug E Fresh, and his own nephew, Spoonie Gee. Robinson operated the record shop

continuously for six decades, eventually moving around the corner in the ’90s. He was forced to

close up shop permanently in 2008 due to increased development in the area. Bobby Robinson

passed away in 2011 at the age of 93.THE BRADDOCK HOTEL 272 W. 126th St.At a time

when black performers were typically denied admittance to hotels south of 110th Street, The

Braddock catered to many itinerant musicians beginning in the jazz era. Dizzy Gillespie, Ella

Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, and many others frequented here and often played in the hotel

lounge.The hotel was also a regular hangout of young Malcolm Little, later known as Malcolm

X. In 1938 two hugely influential pioneers of the electric guitar, Charlie Christian and Aaron

Thibeaux “T-Bone” Walker shared a room here while playing with Benny Goodman and Les

Hite, respectively. In 1943 The Braddock made headlines when an incident involving a black

female guest and a white police officer sparked two days of rioting that resulted in 6 deaths

and 600 arrests. In 1952 Ray Charles lived here when he began his relationship with Atlantic

Records.APOLLO THEATER253 W. 125th St.The theater that has become synonymous with

great African-American entertainment was initially a whites-only venue known as Hurtig and

Seamon’s New Burlesque Theater when it first opened in 1914. It was not until 1934, when it

was bought by Sidney Cohen and refurbished as the Apollo, that it was open to both black

patrons and entertainers. The Apollo changed hands again the following year when it was

taken over by Frank Schiffman and Leo Brecher, whose families owned the theater for the next

five decades. Very rapidly the Apollo established itself as the premier venue for jazz, comedy,



and dance with appearances in those early years by Benny Carter, Bessie Smith, Billie Holiday,

Bill “Bojangles” Robinson, Lena Horne, and Count Basie. In ensuing years Louis Jordan, Sarah

Vaughan, Dinah Washington, Miles Davis, and Thelonious Monk graced the Apollo stage. It’s

no exaggeration to suggest that virtually every great black American musical artist played the

Apollo at one time or another. It was easily the most prestigious theater of its kind in New York,

and probably the country. Ella Fitzgerald, Pearl Bailey, Gladys Knight, King Curtis, Clyde

McPhatter, and Jimi Hendrix were all winners at the highly competitive amateur night

contests.Beginning in 1955, DJ Tommy “Dr. Jive” Smalls helped introduce the Rhythm and

Blues Revue, a hugely important showcase for emerging rock & roll acts. The same year

marked the debut of the taped television program Showtime at the Apollo with host Willie

Bryant and guests Sarah Vaughan, Big Joe Turner, Count Basie, and Nipsey Russell. Guests

on later episodes included Nat King Cole, the Larks, Faye Adams, Ruth Brown, the Clovers,

Amos Milburn, and Duke Ellington.By the mid-’50s, rock & roll legends Chuck Berry, Bo

Diddley, Fats Domino, and Little Richard had all played successful stands at the Apollo, even

as they were also playing similar gigs at Brooklyn’s Paramount for the white kids. In August

1957, in the first instance of reverse-crossover, Buddy Holly & the Crickets were booked for a

week of gigs at the Apollo. At first, the black audience wasn’t sure what to make of the

hiccuping Texas rocker, but by the end of the stand he’d won them over.On October 24, 1962,

James Brown recorded his now classic album Live at the Apollo, which became a huge

crossover hit, peaking at number two and spending 66 weeks on the pop charts. The

Godfather of Soul recorded at the Apollo three more times in his career. When Brown died

suddenly in 2006, his body was displayed on the Apollo stage in an open coffin so fans could

pay their respects.In the years to come, the Apollo provided a stage for all the great acts of the

’60s and ’70s, including Stevie Wonder, Otis Redding, Marvin Gaye, the Supremes, Jackson 5,

B.B. King, Aretha Franklin, Sam & Dave, Bobby “Blue” Bland, and countless others.On

December 17, 1971, John Lennon and Yoko Ono appeared at a benefit for Attica prison-

uprising families that also featured Aretha Franklin. It was only Lennon’s second post-Beatles

live appearance in the US.By 1976 the Apollo was booked for only about half the year and the

Schiffman family decided to close the theater. It opened for part of 1978 but closed again until

1981. Shortly after it was renovated, and the Showtime at the Apollo TV series was revived. In

1992 ownership was transferred to the state of New York, which leases it to the Apollo Theater

Foundation, a not-for-profit organization that now operates the theater. The Apollo remains an

important destination for a wide variety of performers to this day, and an historic anchor for a

rapidly developing 125th Street.ALHAMBRA THEATER2116 Adam Clayton Powell

Blvd.Originally opened in 1905 as a vaudeville, concert, and dance hall, Alhambra Theater

eventually became a movie theater with an upstairs ballroom that hosted Jelly Roll Morton,

Billie Holiday, and Bessie Smith. It was here in 1927 that John Hammond, then a teenage prep

school student, reportedly first heard Bessie Smith and developed a deep appreciation for

African-American music. He eventually devoted his professional life to recording jazz and blues

and played a pivotal role in the development of many important musical figures, including

Holiday, Smith, Count Basie, and Aretha Franklin. The Alhambra still stands as the Alhambra

Ballroom.SISTER ROSETTA THARPE’S HOME55 W. 129th St.Sister Rosetta Tharpe was the

first gospel artist to cross over to the secular world of popular entertainment. Her brand of

religious music was fiery and flashy, embracing both black and white audiences in nightclubs

and theaters, much to the consternation of the religious community. She made her way to New

York in 1938, where she recorded for Decca and performed at Carnegie Hall (881 7th Ave.) in

one of John Hammond’s From Spirituals to Swing concerts. Later that year she played the



Paramount Theater (1501 Broadway) with Count Basie. She became a popular attraction at the

Savoy Ballroom (596 Lenox Ave.) and the Cotton Club (200 W. 48th St.), where she appeared

on a bill with Cab Calloway and the Nicholas Brothers. Other New York venues she performed

in include the Apollo (253 W. 125th St.), the Town Hall (123 W. 43rd St.), and Cafe Society (1

Sheridan Sq.). Tharpe had major crossover hits that included “Rock Me” (1938) and “Strange

Things Happening Every Day” (1944), both of which are routinely pointed to as proto–rock &

roll records. Beginning in the ’40s, she began brandishing an electric guitar. She was certainly

well known to blues musicians in the south and Chicago, and was a major influence on such

figures as Willie Dixon, Little Richard, and Aretha Franklin.She left this New York address in

1948 for Richmond, Virginia, but continued to tour regularly around the country. In the late ’50s

and early ’60s she played successful tours in Great Britain, influencing a generation of artists

there as well. Her last important gig in New York took place July 26, 1972, at Lincoln Center’s

Alice Tully Hall (1941 Broadway) as part of the Soul at the Center festival. She died the

following year.ELK’S RENDEZVOUS 464 Lenox Ave.Louis Jordan was one of the foremost

practitioners of jump blues, a vital link between the big bands of the ’30s and the rhythm &

blues of the ’50s. He and his band, the Tympany Five, were particularly successful crossing

over to the white audience and enjoyed a string of hits into the early ’50s. His 1949 single

“Saturday Night Fish Fry” is frequently cited as one of the very first rock & roll records. Jordan’s

frenetic and often comical approach to vocals was an enormous influence on Chuck Berry, Bill

Haley, and Elvis Presley. He and his band played in many venues in Harlem but are famous for

their several residences at this location.MAMIE SMITH’S HOME 40 W. 135th St.A native of

Cincinnati, Mamie Smith was 37 when she recorded her breakout hit “Crazy Blues” in 1920 for

Okeh Records. A veteran of cabaret and vaudeville, Smith had been cast in songwriter Perry

Bradford’s musical Maid of Harlem, where she performed her big number “Harlem Blues.”

Bradford, a staunch believer in the commercial viability of music recorded by black performers,

shopped Smith around to various recording companies in New York without success. The

conventional wisdom at the time (1917 to 1920 or so) was (incredibly) that African Americans

simply would not buy records. Even within the black community, blues was looked down upon

by those outside the South, and it was not typically performed unless dressed up and placed

within the context of musical theater. Success for Smith came at Okeh, but not immediately.

She initially recorded pop tunes “That Thing Called Love” and “You Can’t Keep a Good Man

Down” with white musicians. She imbued them with a bluesy vocal style, and they were modest

hits by the standard of the day, thanks to support from the black press. Her stage hit “Harlem

Blues” was retitled “Crazy Blues,” but Okeh nearly gave the song to Sophie Tucker. Wiser

heads prevailed, however, and on August 10, 1920, Smith, this time with her own band, the

Jazz Hounds, made the recording that changed the American musical landscape forever. She

had several other hits with Okeh, and other singers such as Alberta Hunter and Ethel Waters

followed along the trail she blazed. Smith’s recording career lasted into the early ’30s. She

made a comeback, but on the big screen this time, in the 1939 film Paradise in Harlem, singing

her signature tune. She made a few other films, but evidently died destitute in 1946 and was

placed in an unmarked grave. In 1964 fans from West Germany raised the funds to have her re-

interred with respect and a proper headstone in Frederick Douglass Memorial Park (3201

Amboy Rd., Staten Island).BLACK SWAN RECORDS2289 7th Ave. (a.k.a., Adam Clayton

Powell Jr. Blvd.) and 257 W. 138th St.Black Swan Records holds the distinction of being the

first black-owned record label to be commercially distributed in the US. Founded in 1921 by

Harry Pace, the label was named for the opera singer Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, known as

the Black Swan.In its brief but historic life, Black Swan Records boasted some important



names as part of its organization, including musical director Fletcher Henderson; W. E. B.

DuBois was on the board of directors. The label featured primarily blues and jazz artists but

also supported black classical performers. Ethel Waters was Black Swan’s biggest star, but the

label also featured Lucille Hegamin, James P. Johnson, and Alberta Hunter. Louis Armstrong,

Lucille Bogan, Blind Blake, Blind Lemon Jefferson, and Charlie Patton also recorded for Black

Swan.Success proved hard to sustain, though, as bigger labels began producing “race

records” of their own and poached some of the Black Swan artists. In total, Black Swan

released more than 180 records but declared bankruptcy by 1923, when it was absorbed by

the Paramount label.SMALL’S PARADISE2294 7th Ave. (a.k.a. Adam Clayton Powell

Blvd.)Originally opened in 1925 by Ed Smalls, the Paradise was the only one of Harlem’s jazz-

era clubs to be both black-owned and integrated. Malcolm Little (later Malcolm X) waited tables

here from 1942 to 1943. In 1955 the club was sold to the unrelated Tommy “Dr. Jive” Smalls, a

popular DJ with WWRL. In the early ’60s it was owned for a time by basketball great Wilt

Chamberlain and renamed Big Wilt’s Small’s Paradise. Ray Charles played Small’s many

times, as did King Curtis, who recorded a live album here in 1966. The Commodores played

here in 1968 prior to signing with Motown. The club continued in various guises featuring R&B,

rock & roll, jazz, and disco before finally closing in 1986. The building stood vacant for several

years before being refurbished as the Thurgood Marshall Academy in 2004.SAVOY

BALLROOM 596 Lenox Ave.Known as “The Home of Happy Feet,” the Savoy was the largest

ballroom in Harlem, accommodating up to 4,000 people. It was envisioned as an uptown

counterpart to the Roseland Ballroom, but the Savoy took on an identity all its own. It was large

enough to house two full bands, leading to frequent musical battles of the bands. One such

legendary contest in 1937 pitted house band Chick Webb’s Orchestra against Benny

Goodman’s, with Webb finishing on top. Many of the greats of the big band era, including

Count Basie, Fletcher Henderson, and Jimmie Lunceford, played here, too.Unusual for its day,

the Savoy also maintained a no-discrimination policy. Blacks and whites were both welcome to

take the dance floor, something with which authorities were not always comfortable. In 1943

the Savoy was forced to close for a few months due to alleged prostitution and the spread of

venereal disease. The NAACP strongly objected in a letter to Mayor LaGuardia, and eventually

the Savoy was reopened, but it confined its advertising to black newspapers and rarely brought

in white musicians again.A succession of popular dance crazes passed through the Savoy, but

one became its signature dance. The Lindy Hop, with its explosive twists, flips, and throws,

became one of the biggest exemplars of the swing era, and an enormous draw. Lindy Hoppers

became dance floor celebrities, and many went on to professional careers.By the 1950s, the

big bands had largely been displaced by smaller combos playing a less elaborate form of

dance music known as boogie-woogie, jump blues, or rhythm & blues, and the jitterbug

emerged as the popular dance. Artists such as Meade Lux Lewis, Albert Ammons, and Pete

Johnson were beginning to point the way toward R&B and rock & roll.In 1958 the Savoy

closed, and it was eventually demolished and replaced by public housing.GOLDEN GATE

BALLROOM 640 Lenox Ave.The Golden Gate Ballroom was an enormous venue that, for a

time in the 1940s, was a popular big band destination. It also hosted popular gospel events

where groups of singers from different churches competed against one another. It was here

that the Mount Lebanon Singers, featuring a young Clyde McPhatter, rose to prominence as

the best in New York. McPhatter was a recent arrival from North Carolina, but his distinctively

smooth tenor and movie-star good looks made him an instant star in Harlem. He had ambitions

beyond the choir, however, and won an amateur night at the Apollo in 1950. He joined Billy

Ward and his Dominoes and later formed the original Drifters at Atlantic Records.THE 400



TAVERN400 W. 148th St.Immediately after the Second World War, two recently transplanted

southerners, Jimmy Ricks and Warren Suttles, formed a vocal harmony group that helped pave

the way for generations of rhythm and blues performers. Ricks, while waiting tables at The 400,

worked occasional gigs with the Melodeers, a vocal group led by Herb Kenny, whose brother

Bill sang lead for the Ink Spots. When Herb Kenny broke up the Melodeers to join his brother,

Ricks partnered with Suttles, a fellow waiter. The pair assembled the Ravens and would soon

be playing the top venues in Harlem, such as Club Baron (437 Lenox Ave.), Club Baby Grand

(319 W. 125th St.), and the Apollo (253 W. 125th St.).
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tara santiago, “Essential NYC guide for music lovers. Fascinating and very well researched.

Borough by borough layout with scores of highlights and featured artists, all accompanied with

capsules of artist's work, relevancy and residency. Many essentials and quite a few surprises,

too. I live in New York City and have already bookmarked a dozen spots of interest, previously

unknown to me, that I will be seeking out ASAP. The guide has also reminded me of key spots

that should be a part of any future tour for friends or family when visiting. And, personally, it

was just plain cool to see my very own apartment building mentioned in the Rock and Roll

Explorer Guide (Jim Carroll's childhood home!).”

R. Peters, “Essential NYC rock & roll field guide. Whether you’re following in the footsteps of

NYC rock history in person or from anywhere around the world, this is an essential borough-by-

borough account of what happened where. You’ll never look at the streets of the city the same

way again.”

JAH, “Rock and Roll Explorer Guide to New York City is a super well-researched, smart,

interesting, and cool book. I picked Rock and Roll Explorer Guide to New York City by Mike

Katz and Crispin Kott because I love music and everything that pertains to music, and I thought

it would be a cool walk through memory lane, an interesting way to walk through the streets in

my head. I lived in NYC for many, many years, so a lot of the places listed in the book are

known to me, and I have visited, frequented, or at least known about quite a lot of them. But

there were also many that I didn’t know about, or didn’t know the history of, so it was really

cool to read about them!Rock and Roll Explorer Guide to New York City is divided into areas of

Manhattan and then the rest of the boroughs, and lists venues, homes, shops, street corners,

recording studios, bars... Basically any location that has some kind of meaning or place in the

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/JBavk/Rock-and-Roll-Explorer-Guide-to-New-York-City


history of music in NYC (or at least music in the 20th and 21st centuries). Some locations have

just a few words, others span over several pages, and there are longer parts for iconic NYC

musicians and bands, such as Lou Reed and Patti Smith, the Beastie Boys, New York Dolls,

Blondie, Sonic Youth, The Ramones, and also a long part on Bob Dylan’s time in NYC.There is

so much detail in this book! You can really tell how well the authors have done their research,

visited places, visualized places, and talked to people. It’s such a cool book to own, peruse

through, use as a way to see the city in a different light. I loved all of the pictures in the book:

current day photos as well as old flyers and photos. It was obvious that a lot of time and care

had been taken to curate and choose these images.One small gripe though: there are SO

MANY LES locations that are missing! During the early 2000’s there were some iconic bars on

Ludlow and Orchard where pretty famous musicians would hang out and/or work and they

aren’t mentioned. I guess it was such a big part of my own life that maybe I think it’s more

important or interesting than it really is though. But no mention of Lit, or Motorcity, or Orchard

Bar? Pianos?? Cake Shop?? An omission in my opinion!But all in all Rock and Roll Explorer

Guide to New York City is a super well-researched, smart, interesting, and cool book.

Everywhere you go in NYC there is music to be found, hiding in the walls, in the memories of

walls, in the air, and in the ground. This book does a great job of drawing a 3 dimensional map

of it.”

Mark Anthony Pemberton, “Superb and informative book. This is a must if you are interested in

the New York music scene and is so helpful when visiting New York to track all the interesting

spots especially the Lower East side, Bowery and the village, left me with so much more I

wanted to see. Highly recommended and authors are available on facebook site to help steer

you in right direction for something that's not included they recommended Small Jazz Club and

we had a fabulous evening there.”

The book by Mike Katz has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 26 people have provided feedback.
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